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Abstract
Electricity retailers face increasing uncertainty due to the ongoing expansion of
unpredictable, distributed generation in the residential sector. We analyze how
increasing levels of households' solar PV self-generation affect the short-term decision-
making and associated risk exposure of electricity retailers in day-ahead and intraday
markets. First, we develop a stochastic model accounting for correlations between
solar load, residual load and price in sequentially nested wholesale spot markets
across seasons and type of day. Second, we develop a computationally tractable two-
stage stochastic mixed-integer optimization model to investigate the trading portfolio
and risk optimization problem faced by retailers. Through conditional value-at-risk we
assess retailers' profitability and risk exposure to different levels of PV self-generation
by assuming different retail tariff schemes. We find risk-hedging trading strategies and
tariffs to have greater impact in Summer and with low levels of residual load in the
system, i.e. when the solar generation uncertainty affect more the households demand
to be served and the wholesale spot prices. The study is innovative in unveiling the
potential of dynamic electricity tariffs, which are indexed to spot prices, to sustain a
high penetration of renewable energy source while promoting risk sharing between
customer and retailer. Our findings have implications for electricity retailers facing load
and revenue risks in wholesale spot markets, likewise for regulators and policy-makers
interested in electricity market design.
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Abstract
Electricity retailers face increasing uncertainty due to the ongoing expansion of unpredictable, dis-
tributed generation in the residential sector. We analyze how increasing levels of households’ solar PV
self-generation affect the short-term decision-making and associated risk exposure of electricity retail-
ers in day-ahead and intraday markets. First, we develop a stochastic model accounting for correlations
between solar load, residual load and price in sequentially nested wholesale spot markets across seasons
and type of day. Second, we develop a computationally tractable two-stage stochastic mixed-integer
optimization model to investigate the trading portfolio and risk optimization problem faced by retailers.
Through conditional value-at-risk we assess retailers’ profitability and risk exposure to different levels
of PV self-generation by assuming different retail tariff schemes. We find risk-hedging trading strate-
gies and tariffs to have greater impact in Summer and with low levels of residual load in the system, i.e.
when the solar generation uncertainty affect more the households demand to be served and the whole-
sale spot prices. The study is innovative in unveiling the potential of dynamic electricity tariffs, which
are indexed to spot prices, to sustain a high penetration of renewable energy source while promoting
risk sharing between customer and retailer. Our findings have implications for electricity retailers facing
load and revenue risks in wholesale spot markets, likewise for regulators and policy-makers interested
in electricity market design.
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1 Introduction
Increasing levels of distributed and large-scale variable renewable generation have different ef-
fects on short-term wholesale power markets. The uncertainty and intermittency introduced by
weather-dependent generation translate into both volume and price risks, which affect the prof-
itability and decision-making of retailers and generators. With large-scale renewable generation,
day-ahead predictions on high levels of renewable energy increase the risk-related hedging pres-
sure of generators. Furthermore, with distributed renewable generation, growing renewable power
production raises the hedging needs of retailers (Koolen et al., 2021), particularly when consider-
ing rooftop solar PV installations (Russo and Bertsch, 2020). The deployment of rooftop solar PV
systems has significantly expanded in recent years, mostly by virtue of supporting policies, such as
net metering and fiscal incentives. In some markets, incentive schemes for households lead to an
economic preference for solar PV self-consumption compared to buying electricity from the grid
(IRENA, 2019). The competitiveness of distributed solar PV systems is apparent from their de-
ployment in large markets, such as Brazil, China, Germany and Mexico. At a global level, around
40% of total solar PV capacity in 2050 would be distributed (rooftop), with the remaining 60%
utility scale (IRENA, 2019). Yet, as far as rising solar PV self-generation increases the need of
retailers for forecast adjustments, large adjustment volumes influence subsequent spot (day-ahead
and intraday) prices and the retailers’ risk exposure in short-term wholesale power markets, thus
exacerbating the already-existing optimization issues faced by the electricity retailer to manage un-
certainty in power markets. In the light of market efficiency considerations, increasing attention is
to be paid thus on the short-term risk of electricity retailers, following a surge in the decentralized
variable renewable generation and consumers’ engagement as prosumers.
In this paper we have chosen to investigate the risk optimization problem faced by the electricity
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retailer acting in the day-ahead and intraday markets, while considering volume risk induced by the
households’ solar PV self-generation. The retailer’s decision-making problem with intermittent re-
newables has been explored in the literature (e.g. Conejo et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2017). Whereas
the potential for risk transfer through derivative products can rise significantly for wind power,
hedging solar risk is likely to remain difficult (Hain et al., 2018), mainly for retailers increasingly
exposed to the volume risk driven by growing levels of solar PV self-generation on the demand side
(Russo and Bertsch, 2020; Koolen et al., 2021). The variability of the electricity demand, its short-
term inelasticity, and the supply rigidity expose retailers to a real-time volume risk, which is more
complex to hedge within the day-ahead market, since high differences can emerge between predic-
tions in the day-ahead and intraday market. Engaging in risk management strategies in the intraday
market, which is closer to the actual realization, has proved to offer higher efficiency compared to
the day-ahead and therefore weekly, monthly and yearly forward market (Boroumand et al., 2015,
2019). Nonetheless, pre-positioning in the day-ahead market and adjusting in the intraday mar-
ket can result in a complex task for the retailer, mainly when risk management strategies fail to
transfer the real-time unpredictability of self-generation to the consumer. The role of the intraday
adjustment trading, and the extent to which this trading may foster risk sharing between electricity
retailers and prosumers have been less explored in literature and are the focus of this paper. In
addressing the short-term risk optimization problem faced by electricity retailers with households’
self-generation, this study engages with practitioners and policy makers interested in the power
market dynamics following increasing penetration of distributed renewable energy sources, and in
the adequacy of price signals for investments and market design.
The contribution of this paper is threefold: First, we explicitly model the stochastic process
of prices and solar generation in the day-ahead and intraday market, likewise inter-dependencies
within and between the two markets. Simulations are thus carried to account for uncertainty in the
ensuing stochastic optimization problem. We consider the German market since it is at the forefront
of decentralized solar PV installations worldwide. Furthermore Germany shares a similar intraday
continuous trading design with other electricity markets, such as in France and the Scandinavian
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countries. Therefore, lessons learned from the German case should provide others with valuable
insights concerning managing renewable energy risk in modern liberalized electricity markets. Sec-
ond, we model the multistage trading problem faced by the retailer in the day-ahead and intraday
market. We assume a computationally tractable two-stage stochastic optimization problem where
day-ahead trading decisions for one single day are modeled in the first-stage, and the intraday bal-
ancing decisions under uncertainty are modeled in the second stage. Since we explicitly assume
that the retailer faces the uncertainty of fluctuating rooftop solar PV generation until delivery, this
approach aims to accurately model the underlying information flow between day-ahead and in-
traday market, thus reducing biases and often over-optimistic decisions (Wozabal and Rameseder,
2020). Third, we explore different retail pricing schemes with progressive levels of indexation to
the wholesale spot prices. Since the retailer faces the risks caused by volatile customer demand
and spot market prices, we investigate the potential for spot-indexed retail tariffs to represent a
risk-sharing tool for retailers exposed to rising shares of decentralized solar PV self-generation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review related work on the re-
tailer short-term decision-making process and the pertaining uncertainties requiring the solution
of a complex optimization problem involving several uncertain quantities. The input variables are
describe in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe our methodological approach. We present the
stochastic model developed to jointly capture load and price uncertainties in the day-ahead and
intraday markets, and elaborate on a set of simulations to represent the retailer’s uncertainty in
wholesale spot markets. Therefore, we define the retailer trading optimization problem under un-
certainty, and extend it to the short-term risk management problem, subject to increasing levels
of solar PV self-generation. In Section 5, we present our results in relation to the retailer’s opti-
mization problem and their short-term risk management. Results and implications are discussed in
Section 6, while Section 7 offers concluding remarks and directions for future research.
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2 Literature on The Retailer’s Short-Term Decision-Making Pro-
cess
Electricity markets are organized as a sequence of nested forward energy markets, allowing par-
ticipants to trade different contracts (from yearly to quarter-hourly) at different points in time (Ela
et al., 2018; Cretì and Fontini, 2019). This market design is thought to provide participants with
the opportunity to adjust their positions up to a few minutes before the delivery, thus accommodat-
ing the inherent uncertainties of electricity markets. Since electricity for the same delivery period
is traded in multiple markets, the retailer trading problem on these nested markets is interdepen-
dent. As intermediaries in competitive electricity markets, retailers need to procure the electricity
required by their customers (i.e. load) in wholesale markets through different sources, like futures
and bilateral contracts, or on the spot markets. While in wholesale markets the load uncertainty is
adjusted in the spot markets through spot prices, in retail markets prices are based on tariffs, gener-
ally fixed for a longer period (Boroumand and Zachmann, 2012; Batlle, 2013). Therefore, serving
the electricity demand of the residential sector at pre-specified tariffs and partially for pre-specified
volumes is an obligation posed to the retailers (Newbery et al., 2018).
By procuring electricity for resale to final consumers, retailers are exposed to the volume risk,
mostly over short-term horizons, i.e. from a few days or hours to real-time. While intraday markets
allow for a finer adjustment of the day-ahead positions up to 15-minute resolution, the electricity
generated by the renewable energy facilities has to be traded day-ahead to be adjusted intra-daily
(Kiesel and Paraschiv, 2017). Furthermore, significant differences can emerge between day-ahead
and intraday prices depending upon substitution effects between thermal and renewable energy
generation (i.e. merit order effect), with intraday prices decreasing relatively to the day-ahead
prices for increasing levels of renewable generation, or vice versa (Karanfil and Li, 2017; Kiesel
and Paraschiv, 2017). Due to the surge in the distributed variable renewable generation, and the
resulting greater requirement for close to real-time adjustments (e.g. Di Cosmo and Malaguzzi Va-
leri, 2018; Goodarzi et al., 2019), increasing attention is to be paid on the retailer’s short-term re-
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balancing in the intraday market and implications for market efficiency. The empirically observed
positive correlation between price and load in wholesale electricity markets (e.g. Deng and Oren,
2006; Weron, 2007; Gelabert et al., 2011) implies an increasing short-term risk exposure for the
retailers, depending on the difference between spot and retail prices (Willems and Morbee, 2010;
Aïd et al., 2011; Dagoumas et al., 2017; Russo and Bertsch, 2020). With increasing penetration of
rooftop solar PV systems and greater intraday uncertainties, imbalance costs are expected to raise
for retailers, thus leading to potential financial distress for retailers who fail to hedge properly.
The importance of assessing the short-term effects of variable renewable energy generation on
electricity markets is highlighted by the growing interest in the impact of wind and solar power
forecast errors on intraday electricity prices (e.g. Garnier and Madlener, 2015; Bunn et al., 2018;
Kath and Ziel, 2018; Kulakov and Ziel, 2019; Maciejowska et al., 2019; Uniejewski et al., 2019;
Gianfreda et al., 2020; Kremer et al., 2020; Messner et al., 2020; Narajewski and Ziel, 2020a,b; Li
and Paraschiv, 2021). Specularly to generators (Garnier and Madlener, 2015; Bunn et al., 2018;
Maciejowska et al., 2019), retailers are confronted with the optimal decision of where to buy the
electricity required to satisfy the customers’ demand. This decision-making process depends upon
the load uncertainty and the relation between prices in the day-ahead and intraday markets. Some
previous research addresses the short-term trading problem faced by the electricity retailer in spot
markets (Nojavan et al., 2019; Dadashi et al., 2020; Deng et al., 2020, and references therein). Yet,
there is a paucity of studies addressing the optimal trading problem faced by electricity retailers in
wholesale spot markets following increasing levels of solar PV self-generation, and consequently
greater load uncertainty in the residential sector.
Various methods have been explored in the literature to model the optimal procurement problem
in electricity markets. These methods include stochastic approaches (Ruszczyński and Shapiro,
2003; Wallace and Fleten, 2003) and robust optimization (Ben-Tal et al., 2009; Bertsimas et al.,
2011). By considering a finite batch of possible realizations, stochastic approaches are adopted by
practitioners and researchers due to their suitability in capturing uncertainty (e.g. Van Der Weijde
and Hobbs, 2012; Morales et al., 2014; Mohan et al., 2015; Abbaspourtorbati et al., 2016; Boffino
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et al., 2019; Dadashi et al., 2020; Deng et al., 2020; Laur et al., 2020). In contrast, in robust
optimization models uncertainty is represented through uncertainty sets, often derived from the
historical data, thus resulting in flexible and computationally tractable models (Parisio et al., 2012;
Zugno and Conejo, 2015; Nojavan et al., 2017; Nazari-Heris and Mohammadi-Ivatloo, 2018; No-
javan et al., 2019). Nonetheless, as argued by Wozabal and Rameseder (2020), research involving
trading strategies in electricity markets often models price or renewable generation as stochastic
but fails to model the multi-settlement structure of the power markets. Similarly, in optimization
problems some research often treats all the variables as deterministic.
In dealing with the optimal trading problem of the electricity retailer, who faces load and price
uncertainties in wholesale spot markets while maximizing their revenue stream, we follow the
approach in Conejo et al. (2010) and Wozabal and Rameseder (2020). We propose a two-stage
stochastic optimization model for the German short-term electricity market where the first stage
models the retailer’s decision-making process on the day-ahead market; the second stage models
their decision-making process in the intraday market. Uncertainty enters the problem via stochastic
solar PV generation and short-term electricity prices. Yet, compared to previous research, in our
optimization problem, we consider the impact of such stochasticity on prices through econometric
modeling the inter-dependencies between load and prices in wholesale spot markets. With the
increasing penetration of distributed renewable energy sources in worldwide power markets still
only a recent phenomenon, to the best of our knowledge the research in this paper is the first
to combine all the mentioned uncertainties via joint stochastic modeling, portfolio optimization
and empirical validation to analyze the implications of distributed renewable technologies, such as
rooftop solar PV systems on the short-term risk management problem of the retailer in wholesale
spot power markets.
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3 Input Variables: Definition and Data Sources
The German electricity market has been subject to a high renewable energy sources (RES) penetra-
tion, in particular rooftop solar PV systems in the residential sector, making this market a suitable
case study to investigate retailers’ risk exposure to increasing self-generation. The period under
investigation runs from the 1st July 2019 to the 29th February 2020. This sample period is chosen
to account for some major changes in the German market design, occurred during 2018 until July
2019, including the split of the Austrian market from the German market in October 2018. As
the market split changed both the demand and the supply structure, price formation on both the
day-ahead and the intraday market was affected. We use data until February 2020 to overcome the
implications of COVID-19 and consequent lockdown on electricity markets starting from March
2020. Therefore, the period July 2019- February 2020 results as the most recent period where no
structural market changes and economic downturns happen, which may have affected both the de-
mand and supply of electricity in the German market. To study this risk exposure we consider three
different seasons: a Transition season (September-November), Summer (July-August) and Winter
(December-February). For each season, we consider a typical (i.e. average) working day and a
typical weekend day.
In this study, both the day-ahead and the intraday market are considered. The day-ahead market
is operated through a sealed-bid auction which takes place once a day, all year round. All hours of
the following day are traded in this auction. The buy and sell volume-price bids are submitted by
the market participants before the closure of the gate, at 12 pm. Aggregated demand and supply
curves are thus recovered based on respectively the buy-bids and sell-bids for each hour of the
following day. The hourly uniform market clearing price, namely the day-ahead price, lies at the
intersection of both curves. Therefore, to recover the structure of the day-ahead market, data on
the day-ahead forecast of the total, solar and wind loads at quarter-hourly frequency were collected
from the ENTSO-E Transparency Platform (in MW)1. The German hourly day-ahead auction price
1https://transparency.entsoe.eu/
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(DE-LU, EUR/MWh) was retrieved through the EPEX-Spot2.
The intraday set of information consists of a further forecast update of the wind and solar load
(and consequently for the total load) at 8:00 am of the actual delivery day, wherein however forecast
is conditional on the day-ahead forecasts3. Consequently, intraday forecast and actual (realized)
total, solar and wind loads were also recovered from the ENTSO-E platform at quarter-hourly
frequency. Finally, the actual, day-ahead and intraday residual load were computed by subtracting
the wind and solar loads from the corresponding total load, likewise a thermal generation must-run
requirement of 23 GW4.
On the continuous intraday market, trade is executed as soon as a buy- and sell-order match and
electricity can be traded up to five minutes before delivery. The ID3 price index for the continuous
intraday market is the volume-weighted average of the price of all trades taking place in the time
window starting from three hours before the delivery and up to thirty minutes before the delivery.
So, for example the ID3-price for the delivery in the quarter from 12 pm to 12:15 pm is the volume-
weighted average of all transactions with time stamp between 9 am and 11:30 am. Hence, market
participants use the intraday market to make last minute adjustments and to balance their positions
closer to real-time. Similarly to the day-ahead auction price, the continuous intraday ID3 price
index was obtained from EPEX-Spot5.
To fit the electricity demand of the residential sector the households’ standard load profile (SLP)
is used. This profile is based on historical data for households with an annual consumption of 3,500
kWh at quarter-hourly resolution (BDEW, 2021). While the load profile of individual households
can deviate from the SLP, the SLP is a suitable indicator for the electricity demand of larger groups
of households(Hayn et al., 2018), thus representing a standard tool for retailers. Table 1 provides an
overview of the variables used in the empirical analysis, along with their frequencies and sources.
2http://www.epexspot.com/en/market-data/dayaheadauction
3ENTSO-E also admits current forecast, where wind and solar forecast is the last update of the current forecast,
which shall be regularly updated and published during intraday trading. The forecast published at 8 am of the delivery
day is published twice, as “current forecast” and “intraday forecast at 8.00".







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4 Overview of the Methodological Approach
To model uncertainties in day-ahead and intraday markets, while preserving the sequential market
setting, and the key characteristics of each market, we develop a two-step procedure. In the first
step, we jointly model and simulate load and price uncertainties in the day-ahead market at hourly
resolution, while accounting for season and type of day specificities as detailed in Section 4.1.
Based on these simulated series, different scenarios are generated. In the second step, uncertain-
ties in the intraday marker are jointly modelled at quarter-hourly resolution. For each day-ahead
scenario, coherent intraday realizations are generated, thus resulting in distinct scenario trees that
capture the retailer’s uncertainties in the day-ahead and intraday markets, as outlined in Section
4.2. In a third stage, the scenario trees are used to evaluate the retailer’s trading decisions under
uncertainty. More detailed, we consider the trading portfolio optimization of the electricity retailer
via a two-stage stochastic mixed-integer linear program, as described in Section 4.3. The scenar-
ios and stochastic programming approach are used to investigate the decision-making problem of
the retailer wishing to optimize their contribution margins and the associated risk exposure in the
day-ahead and intraday markets with increasing levels of solar PV self-generation in the residential
sector, as described in Section 4.4. An overview of the whole methodological approach is given in
Fig.1.
4.1 Modeling uncertainty in the day-ahead market
In modeling uncertainty in the day-ahead market, the dynamic relationships between solar infeed,
residual load and prices are considered in a stepwise procedure. First, we account for negative
values and outliers in the residual load and price time series. The time series of the day-ahead and
intraday residual load are shifted up so to reach the smallest recorded positive value over the full
sample period and the two markets, which however does not occur in the sample. This permits
a correct recoding of the series in the simulation process (Keles et al., 2012). Hence, the series
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Figure 1: Overview of the whole methodological approach
and intraday price series. Outliers, i.e. observations above and below the upper and lower 2.5%
percentiles of the empirical distribution in the season and in the market are also removed and
replaced with the corresponding percentile (e.g. Janczura et al., 2013).
4.1.1 Solar PV generation
In this study, we assume that the rooftop solar PV generation of the retailer’s households is per-
fectly correlated with the system-wide solar generation published by the TSOs. This complies with
an evenly distributed customer portfolio. Therefore, we model the system-wide solar PV profile,
likewise the seasonal and daily features of the deviations of the solar PV generation from its theo-
retical profile. As in Lingohr and Müller (2019), the solar PV generation process is described by a
continuous-time process St, t ≥ 0:
St = ICt × Λt × Vt, (1)
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where St ≥ 0; ICt ≥ St ≥ 0 is the installed capacity; Λt ≥ 0 is a deterministic function describing
seasonal variations; and Vt ≥ 0 denotes any irregular influence. Λt can be regarded as the nor-
malized theoretically possible maximum solar PV generation profile and represents the ’clear sky’
solar radiation (Bacher et al., 2009). As in Russo and Bertsch (2020), it is computed as the average
of the clear sky solar radiation of thirty-nine locations in Germany, weighted for the installed solar
PV capacity in the area around selected locations. Therefore, ICt × Λt represents the normalized
theoretically possible maximum solar PV generation profile, while Vt assumes the physical inter-
pretation of cloud component. This component causes deviations of the actual solar generation
from its theoretically possible maximum profile and is explicitly modelled to account for its impact
on the residual load and prices.
After logarithmizing the data in Eq.1, the discretized hourly cloud component vt is assumed to
be characterized by an autoregressive component, as in Benth and Ibrahim (2017), and by an hourly
seasonal component, as in Keles et al. (2013) for the wind capacity utilization. To account for this
hourly seasonal component of the cloudiness, the average value v̄DAh of the cloud component v
DA
t
is determined for each hour h=0,...,23, of the day throughout each season over the sample period








v̄DAh ∗ 1(h|h = t mod 24) +XDAt , (2)
where the resulting residual component XDAt contains neither seasonal or intraday regularities and
is thus suitable for stochastic simulations.
4.1.2 Residual load
The hourly residual load lDAt is assumed to be a function of the cloud component v
DA
t and defined






l̄DAh ∗ 1(h|h = t mod 24) +Weekends+ Y DAt , (3)
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where f(vDAt ) is a deterministic function of v
DA
t , capturing the relationship between cloudiness and
residual load; l̄DAh is a hourly cycle, which similar to the cloud component is defined as the hourly
average of the residual load in the season. Public holiday effects and weekend effects (Weekends)
are also considered, which account for differences in the load of a typical business day with re-
spect to a weekend/holiday. The residual component Y DAt represents thus the deseasonalized and
stochastic component of the residual load. A polynomial function is used to approximate the deter-
ministic function f(vDAt ) of the cloud component in Eq.2, as implied by Fig.2.
Figure 2: Relationship between the log residual load and cloudiness in the day-ahead market
4.1.3 Day-ahead prices
Following Burger et al. (2004), Schermeyer et al. (2018), and Benth and Ibrahim (2017) the hourly











p̄DAh ∗ 1(h|h = t mod 24) +Weekends+ ZDAt , (4)
where p̄DAh is an hourly cycle, defined as the residual load and cloudiness cycles while (Weekends)
account for public holiday and weekend effects. Finally, ZDAt represents the residual and stochastic
component of the day-ahead prices. Following the visual inspection of the scatter plot in Fig.3, the
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relationship between residual load and price in the day-ahead market is assumed to be linear. Eq.2 -
Figure 3: Relationship between log prices and residual load in the day-ahead market
Eq.4 result in a system of three equations, which for each season is jointly estimated through three-
stage least squares (3SLS) (Zellner and Theil, 1992) to reflect the daily blind auction mechanism
of the German market described above. The 3SLS estimation method is adopted since it allows to
obtain efficient estimates in the presence of contemporaneously correlated residuals, which would
be expected since the day-ahead forecast of solar PV generation, residual load and price are jointly
determined.
4.1.4 Modeling and simulating the stochasticity of the solar PV generation, residual load,
and day-ahead price processes
Similar to Keles et al. (2012) and Coulon et al. (2013), the remaining stochastic components of





tively, are assumed to be mean-zero Ornstein–Uhlenbeck (OU) processes, since their mean levels
are incorporated in the deterministic/seasonal functions in Eq.2 - Eq.4. Because logarithms of
the variables are modeled, a multivariate OU process can be formulated for their changes through
stochastic differential equations (SDEs) via Itô’s lemma. Yet the relationship between the three
variables can be dimmed by the consequences of outages, transmission problems and other con-
straints. Consequently, jumps in the series can occur, even at periods of low or average demand
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(Christensen et al., 2009; de Lagarde and Lantz, 2018). Furthermore, similarly to wind, the volatil-
ity of solar generation has been observed to increase the electricity price volatility, due to the high
day-to-day variability of the solar generation (Ballester and Furió, 2015; Rintamäki et al., 2017).
Therefore, as in Keles et al. (2012) and Coulon et al. (2013), jump processes are added to the OU
process to mimic this additional stochastic variability.
To accommodate the features above, and in the spirit of Keles et al. (2012), solar generation,
residual load and prices are assumed to mainly remain at a base level, defined “base regime” and
then to simultaneously jump into a higher (or lower) "jump regime", where they are assumed to
remain for some hours according to their mean reverting dynamics, before jumping back to their
base regime. Higher and lower jump regimes are defined as values that are above and below 3σ,
respectively (after assuming a mean-zero OU process, as mentioned above). Base, higher jump
and lower jump regimes are separately computed for the summer, transition and winter seasons.
Consequently, the base regime corresponds to values in the interval [−3σ; +3σ].
A regime-switching approach, with a different model for the base, higher jump, and lower jump





where UDA,Baset is the 3× 1 vector of the stochastic processes XDAt , Y DAt , ZDAt in the base regime;
βDA,Base is the 3 × 3 drift matrix, which determines the “reversion speed” of the stochastic com-
ponents towards their long-term mean zero. The stochastic component ΣDA,BasedWDA,Baset corre-
sponds to a multivariate Brownian motion: ΣDA,Base is the 3 × 3 covariance matrix, and WDA,Baset
is a 3-dimensional vector of independent Wiener processes. Hence, dWDA,Baset = εtdt1/2 follows
a multivariate normal distribution where each Wiener process has mean zero and variance dt. By
applying the Itô’s lemma and following Meucci (2009), the solution to the system of SDE in Eq.5
is:





eβ(s−δ)ΣdWs ∼ N (0, Ω). (Note that in Eq.6 we dropped the superscripts
DA,Base to ease the notation.) δ is the time difference of the day-ahead series between t and t+1,
i.e. one hour. The solution in Eq.6 is a vector autoregressive process of order one, i.e. VAR(1),
which reads Ut+1 = AUt + υt+1 where A is a suitable 3 × 3 matrix, such that A = e−βδ while is
Ω ≡ ΣΣ′ (Meucci, 2009). The Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator is used to recover the param-




t . The substitution
of A and Ω delivers the original parameter matrices −β and Σ of the exact solution in Eq.6, which
are used to generate the simulated paths of the three stochastic components in the base regime.
The jump regimes are defined as extended versions of the base regime. Upward and downward
jumps in the stochastic components of the day-ahead solar generation, residual load and prices are
replaced by their mean values in the estimation of the mean reversion parameters in Eq.5, so to
preserve the sample length. The added or subtracted “jump height” to the base regime process
corresponds to the deviation of the jump value from the mean. A multivariate normal distribution





distribution is based on the means and covariance matrix estimated from the historical deviations























t ) is the 3-
dimensional mean vector of the upward (downward) jump heights; and ΣDA,uJ (ΣDA,lJ ) is the
3 × 3 covariance matrix of the upward (downward) heights. It is noteworthy that this approach
is separately applied for the summer, transition and winter season series. Transition probabilities





separately computed for the three seasons. The probabilities of switching from the base regime to
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the upper regime and backwards are defined by:
PBB =
card {Ut ∈ [µ− 3σ, µ+ 3σ] ∧ Ut+1 ∈ [µ− 3σ, µ+ 3σ]}
card {Ut ∈ [µ− 3σ, µ+ 3σ]}
;
PBU =
card {Ut ∈ [µ− 3σ, µ+ 3σ] ∧ Ut+1 ∈ [µ+ 3σ,max (U)]}
card {Ut ∈ [µ− 3σ, µ+ 3σ]}
;
PUB =
card {Ut ∈ [µ+ 3σ,max (U)] ∧ Ut+1 ∈ [µ− 3σ, µ+ 3σ]}
card {Ut ∈ [µ+ 3σ,max (U)]}
;
PUU =
card {Ut ∈ [µ+ 3σ,max (U)] ∧ Ut+1 ∈ [µ+ 3σ,max (U)]}
card {Ut ∈ [µ+ 3σ,max (U)]}
.
(8)
where the superscript DA is dropped to ease notation. PBB is the probability of remaining in the
base regime; PUU is the probability of remaining in the upper jump regime; PBU and PUB are the
probabilities to move from the base to the upper jump regime, and vice versa respectively. The
probabilities of switching from the base to the lower jump regime and backwards (PBL, PLB, PLL)
are computed analogue to Eq.8, whereas the corresponding interval for downward jumps is defined








where PUL = PLU=0, i.e. no transition from the upper jump to the lower jump regime, and vice
versa, as suggested by empirical evidence. Based on their computed transition matrices, the hourly




t are simulated for each season fol-
lowing the approach in Keles et al. (2013). A state parameter δ is used to identify the regime. For
δ=0, a base regime is identified and thus used in the simulation process. If δ=1 (δ=-1), an upper









t,s ∼ N (µDA,uJ , ΣDA,uJ) if δ = 1





t,s ∼ N (µDA,lJ , ΣDA,lJ) if δ = −1
(10)
For s = 1, 2, ..., S, UDA,Baset,s , ε
DA,uJ
t,s , and ε
DA,lJ
t,s represent the sth simulated processes obtained
from Monte Carlo simulations of the multivariate processes in Eq.5 and Eq.7.
To capture and describe the uncertainty in the day-ahead market, Monte Carlo simulations are
conducted for each season by considering S=1,000 trials. After assuming for each trial a burn-in
period of 28 days or 672 hours, 24 hours from 12 am to 11 pm are extracted from each simulated
series. These series correspond to 1,000 simulations of the stochastic components of the day-ahead
cloudiness, residual load and price for one day. Therefore, the deterministic components in Eq.2
- Eq.4 are added to the simulated stochastic components. These log series are thus transformed to
retrieve their levels, while the residual load and price series are also shifted down to recover their
original levels. This procedure allows to obtain 1,000 hourly cloudiness, residual load and price
series of one typical working day (Monday-Friday) and 1,000 hourly cloudiness, residual load and
price series of one typical weekend day (Saturday-Sunday) for each of the three seasons. There-
fore, distinct and seasonal paths are recovered for working and weekend (and holidays) days, which
account for the historically observed differences in the load and price values between working days
and weekends/holidays across the seasons. In contrast, while cloudiness paths are differentiated
across seasons, they are assumed to be the same in working and weekend days. The 1,000 se-
ries resulting from the Monte Carlo simulation are "reduced" to a recombining stochastic tree. This
scenario generation-and-reduction is carried out by implementing the k-means clustering algorithm
(MacQueen et al., 1967). This algorithm aims to partition a set of simulations s1, ..., sn intom clus-
ters C1, ..., Cm such that an intra-cluster distance is minimized. The k-means algorithm used in this
study employs the city block distance. Therefore, for each cluster, the absolute distance is computed
with respect to the median of the points in that cluster. The number of clusters is identified by us-
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ing silhouette plots and values to analyze the results of different k-means clustering solutions. The
k-means algorithm is a mainstay clustering approach in many application domains, e.g. biology,
market segmentation, internet search, digital imaging, power network allocation (Likas et al., 2003;
Jain, 2010). It has been extensively used in the literature on energy systems for trading off comput-
ing time and precision (Green et al., 2014; Osório et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2021, and references
therein). A similar scenario generation-and-reduction approach is adopted by Gröwe-Kuska et al.
(2000) and Heitsch and Römisch (2009). Fleten and Kristoffersen (2007) apply the approach in a
similar way to stochastic programming of trading strategies for hydro-power in electricity markets.
For scenario reduction, the authors use Lagrangian relaxation of a optimization problem instead of
k-means clustering, as used in this study. Nonetheless, both the Lagrangian relaxation and k-means
clustering follow the same goal of preserving the variety and uncertainty of the simulations and
reducing the number of scenarios to be considered.
By following the k-means clustering approach above, three clusters are identified for each typi-
cal day (working day and weekend) and season (Summer, Winter, Transition season), which corre-
spond to a high, medium, and low scenario of the solar PV generation. For each scenario, numerous
consistent nodes can be derived by symmetrically defining deviation ranges. We use the following
approach. For each scenario, simulations in the cluster are grouped and averaged in five nodes,
based on their distance from a reference point, assumed to be the mean of the simulated residual
load series in the cluster, as computed at 12 pm. Starting from this first node, four nodes are identi-
fied by averaging simulations in the range up to one standard deviation above and below the mean
of the cluster, and simulations above and below one standard deviation from the mean of the cluster.
Therefore, the three nodes in the range up to one standard deviation from the mean are assumed
to be equally probable, with a probability of 25%. Equal probability is also assumed for the nodes
above and below one standard deviation from the mean (12.5%). In all, these probabilities resemble
probabilities drawn from a normal distribution. Finally, a spline interpolation method is used to ob-
tain cloudiness and residual load series at quarter-hourly resolution. The quarter-hourly day-ahead
price series are obtained by assuming the hourly day-ahead price constant in the quarter-of-hour
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segments of the specific hour. The resulting fifteen nodes of the three series, i.e. five nodes for
each of the three scenarios (high, medium and low) are used to design the intraday realizations and
scenario trees, as described below.
4.2 Modeling uncertainty in the intraday market
In the intraday market, series at quarter-hourly resolution are taken. The updated forecast of the
load and solar generation is used to model the uncertainty towards real-time. Since intraday solar
and residual load forecasts follow their respective day-ahead forecasts, we use the same economet-
ric approach adopted for the day-ahead market. Yet, since the ID3 price index is determined in
the continuous market and up to thirty minutes before the delivery, the stochastic process of the
intraday prices is modeled separately from the solar and residual load stochastic processes.
4.2.1 Solar PV generation
Similar to the day-ahead market, we model the intraday cloud component, that is the deviation of










v̄IDq ∗ 1(q|q = τ mod 96) +XIDτ , (11)
where the intraday cloud component vIDτ is assumed to be a function of the day-ahead cloud compo-
nent, likewise of an autoregressive component and a seasonal component. Similar to the day-ahead
process, the seasonal component is obtained as the average value v̄IDq of the cloud component v
ID
τ
for each quarter-of-hour in the day (q=0,...,95) and for each season in the sample period (Sum-




Following updates in the intraday forecasts of the solar PV and wind generation, forecasts of the
residual load lIDτ are also updated at quarter-hourly resolution, and assumed to be a linear function
of the day-ahead forecasts and of the intraday cloud component. An autoregressive component is











l̄IDq ∗ 1(q|q = τ mod 96) +Weekends+ Y IDτ , (12)
where l̄IDq is a quarter-of-hour cycle is defined as the quarterly hour average of the intraday residual
load in the season. Public holiday effects and weekend effects (Weekends) are also considered.
The residual component Y IDτ represents thus the deseasonalized and stochastic component of the
residual load factor in the intraday market. Parameter estimates in Eq.11-12 are obtained through
the 3SLS estimation method to account for contemporaneous correlations between the jointly de-
termined intraday solar PV generation and residual load forecasts.
4.2.3 Intraday prices
Following Kiesel and Paraschiv (2017), the intraday ID3 price process is described in terms of its
distance from the day-ahead price, i.e. pIDτ − pDAτ = ∆pτ . The day-ahead price pDAτ , at quarter-
hourly resolution, is obtained from the hourly series pDAt via spline interpolation (Lahmiri, 2015;

















∆̄pτ ∗ 1(q|q = τ mod 96)+
+Weekends+ ZIDτ ,
(13)
where pDAτ−1 is the first-order lag of the day-ahead price at quarter-hourly resolution; ∆p
ID
τ−1 repre-
sents increments in the intraday price series. As in Kiesel and Paraschiv (2017), these increments
account for the price formation process in the intraday market, which is based on continuous trades
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of several quarter-hourly products. Therefore, the increment captures the change in the price of a
certain quarter of an hour when new information on solar forecasts becomes available. ∆lτ is the
distance of the actual (realized) residual load from its intraday forecast lIDτ ; likewise ∆vτ is the
distance of the actual solar generation from its intraday forecast vIDτ , thus representing the solar
forecast error. Here the actual residual load and solar generation are assumed to be exogenous and
corresponding to the 15-minute average of the historical actual observations for the season in the
sample period. Parameters in Eq.13 are estimated through least-square error.
4.2.4 Modeling and simulating the stochasticity of the solar PV, residual load and intraday
price processes
Similar to the day-ahead market, the remaining stochastic components of the intraday solar PV
generation and residual load, i.e. XIDτ and Y
ID
τ respectively, are assumed to follow a multivariate
mean-zero OU process. Jump processes are thus added to account for the uncertainty. Base, higher
and lower jump regimes are identified following the approach described in Section 4.1 and by
taking as upwards and downwards the values of XIDτ and Y
ID
τ that are above and below 3σ their
corresponding mean values in the season. The base regime is thus modeled through SDE as follows:
dU ID,Baseτ = −βID,BaseU ID,Baseτ dτ + ΣID,BasedWID,Baseτ , (14)
where UDA,Baseτ is the 2 × 1 vector of the stochastic processes XIDτ , Y IDτ in the base regime;
βID,Base is the 2 × 2 positive definite symmetric drift matrix; ΣID,Base is the 2 × 2 constant
diffusion matrix and WID,Baseτ is a 2-dimensional Wiener process. The jump regimes are thus







τ ∼ N (µID,uJ , ΣID,uJ),
UID,lJτ = U
ID,Base









τ ) is the 2-
dimensional mean vector of the upward (downward) jump heights; and ΣID,uJ (ΣID,lJ ) is the 2 ×
2 variance-covariance matrix of the upward (downward) heights. Finally, the probabilities for XIDτ
and Y IDτ to switch from the base regime to the upper regime and backwards are computed as in
Eq.8 and used to define the transition probabilities matrix as in Eq.9.
Similarly to the day-ahead series, the stochastic component of the intraday ID3 price ZIDτ is
assumed to follow an univariate mean-reverting OU process with a base, upper jump and lower
jump regimes, i.e.:







τ ∼ N (µID,uJ , σID,uJ),
ZID,lJτ = Z
ID,Base
τ − εID,lJτ , εID,lJτ ∼ N (µID,lJ , σID,lJ).
(16)
The parameter estimates in Eq.11-Eq.13 and the simulated day-ahead scenarios are thus used to ob-
tain intraday scenarios. For each of the five nodes of the high, medium and low day-ahead scenarios,
the corresponding intraday node is retrieved for the cloudiness, residual load and ID3 price index,
thus generating high, medium and low intraday scenarios coherent with the day-ahead scenarios.
Yet still the intraday nodes represent the deterministic and predictable component of the intraday
series, to which a stochastic component is added as obtained from Monte Carlo simulations of the
processes in Eq.14-Eq.16 with 1,000 trials. Similar to the day-ahead market, for each scenario,
numerous consistent nodes can be derived by symmetrically defining deviation ranges. We assume
the average of the simulated processes as the representative node for the intraday cloudiness, resid-
ual load and price. Therefore, for each of these nodes, we assume a range of possible realizations,
which are obtained by adding (subtracting) to the node one and two standard deviations of the his-
torical differences between intraday and day-ahead series, as computed for each quarter-of-hour in
the season. For each day-ahead node, five possible realizations are assumed in the intraday market,
resulting in 5 × 5 nodes. Intraday nodes in the range up to one standard deviation from the mean
are assumed to be equally probable, with probability of 25%. Equal probability is also assumed
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for the nodes above and below one standard deviation from the mean (12.5%), thus resembling
probabilities drawn from a normal distribution.
In all, for a typical working/weekend day, we obtain a scenario tree of 3 × 5 × 5 possible
states. It follows that to obtain the ID3 price index realizations, the corresponding realizations
for the intraday cloudiness and residual load series are used. The resulting scenario tree, which
is depicted in Fig.4, permits to characterize the uncertainty surrounding the forecasting process in

















Figure 4: Scenario tree with different nodes in the day-ahead and intraday markets
4.3 Retailers’ trading portfolio optimization problem
When an electricity retailer faces volume and price risks in purchasing load to be served from
the wholesale market, conventional risk management optimization methods are observed to be
quite inefficient due to the difficulty of formulating a multi-period optimization that incorporates
correlated price and demand risks (Kettunen et al., 2010). In this context, we develop a two-stage
stochastic optimization approach, which accounts for correlated uncertainties of both electricity
prices and loads, and which permits the consideration of the conditional value-at-risk (CVaR) as
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risk metric to optimize risk hedging across intermediate stages in the planning horizons. Hereby,
the retailer procures electricity on the spot markets (day-ahead spot market and continuous intraday
trading) in order to resell it via predefined tariff schemes to household customers according to their
residual demand, i.e. according to the standard load profile net of the solar PV generation in case
the household has a solar installation. It is worth noting that we do not consider the potential impact
of battery storage systems on temporal shifts in residual demand, or smart metering and intelligent
electric devices for demand side management. Therefore, in this study, the hypothesis that the
retailer can participate in short-term demand response programs to adjust the uncertainty brought
by the self-sufficiency is not considered6.
We consider input data for the German market area and a hypothetical retailer with 100,000
household customers, that are spatially distributed such that the German PV generation is repre-
sentative for the portfolio PV generation. For customers without PV generation, the load to be
served by the retailer in a typical working/weekend day of the season corresponds to the standard
load profile qqh, where qh represents the quarter-of-hour of the day. For customers with PV gen-
eration, the residual demand qRDqh to be served by the retailer is calculated as qqh minus the solar
PV self-generation. This self-generation is determined under uncertainty in the intraday cloudiness
vIDqh , as described in Section 4.2. For each scenario j of the day-ahead market, and corresponding
realization k in the intraday market, the residual demand to be served after accounting for the PV
self-generation is defined as follows:
qRDj,k,qh = max {qqh − (1− vIDj,k,qh) · P inst., 0}, (17)
where P inst. represents the rooftop solar PV installed capacity. Therefore, in the absence of
cloudiness, i.e. vj,k,qh=0, the solar PV self-generation reaches its theoretical maximum, given a
certain amount of installed capacity. Following the approach in Ruppert et al. (2016) and Russo
and Bertsch (2020), rooftop solar PV systems with capacity up to 12 kW are considered, i.e. in-
6We refer to Fett et al. (2021) who investigate potential impacts of household PV battery storage systems on day-
ahead electricity markets on a system level.
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stallations for residential buildings up to 80 m2, and with a median size of 7 kW7. Therefore, in our
empirical analysis, P inst. in Eq.17 is assumed to be 7 kW.
According to the last published statistics, the number of residential buildings in Germany
amounted to 19.2 million at the end of 20198, while almost 2 million rooftop solar PV systems
were installed in Germany, thus representing an installation rate φ of PV systems in the residential
sector of 10% 9. Due to the lack of granular data on generation from solar PV systems, the solar
system load and capacity factor is used indeed to infer the profile of self-generation at quarter-
hourly basis. On average, a solar PV capacity factor of 10% was observed in Germany during
the sample period, as recovered from the historical data. This factor is used to compute the total
amount of solar PV self-generation. For each season, the quarter-hourly self-generation profile in a
typical day is obtained by assuming the same quarter-hourly profile of the system solar load on an
average day of the season in the sample10.
We frame the retailer’s trading strategy problem and risk investigation by assuming metering of
deviations from the standard load profile on a quarter-hourly basis, as supposed after completion
of the smart meter roll-out program11. In this case, the participation of the retailer in the wholesale
spot markets to balance all the potential profit and loss is mandatory. We also rule out the hypothesis
that the retailer has self-consumption, or storage and generation facilities to cope with deviations of
the actual load from the standard load profile, as led by solar PV self-generation. Consequently, the
amount of self-generation exceeding households’ demand is not accounted for, since this excess
7Source: Core Energy Market Data Register Ordinance, MaStRV. https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/
EN/Areas/Energy/Companies/CoreEnergyMarketDataRegister/CoreDataReg_node.html.
8Source: Statista Research Department. https://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/
70094/umfrage/wohngebaeude-bestand-in-deutschland-seit-1994/. Access on 31.05.2021.
9Source: Strom-Report: Photovoltaik in Deutschland. https://strom-report.de/photovoltaik/.
Access on 31.05.2021.
10While this approach represents a simplification, it is reasonable for retailers with a national customer portfolio, as
assumed in this study, the aggregated PV load profile of which largely follows the same pattern of the system solar PV
load profile.
11Currently, the majority of households are metered on a semi-annual or annual basis. This metering system makes
it hard for the retailer to identify and account for deviations from the standard load profile in the short term. In
Germany, dedicated distribution system operators actively manage so-called difference balancing groups on the spot
markets to balance expected deviations from the standard load profile. The costs of these deviations are thus rolled
over to the involved retailers via an excess/shortage price, determined on a monthly basis. Accordingly, the developed
methodology can be easily applied to manage different balancing groups in the current German market design.
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is fed into the grid either based on a remuneration scheme or sold by the household itself. We
finally assume that the household electricity demand is inelastic to wholesale spot prices due to the
prevalence of fix components (i.e. taxes, grid fees and renewables support levy) in the retail tariffs,
which represent a distortion to the price signals coming from the market.
A risk-neutral retailer maximizes the expected value of contribution margins E(j,k)∈Ω(πj,k) over
all scenarios (j, k) in the discrete probability space Ω, which contains the tariff revenues from
the customers E(j,k)∈Ω(ρtariffj,k ), the procurement costs on the day-ahead and intraday markets, i.e
E(j,k)∈Ω(κDAj,k ) and E(j,k)∈Ω(κIDj,k), and the potential imbalance costs E(j,k)∈Ω(κImbj,k )12, that is:
E(j,k)∈Ω(πj,k) = E(j,k)∈Ω(ρtariffj,k )− E(j,k)∈Ω(κDAj,k )− E(j,k)∈Ω(κIDj,k)− E(j,k)∈Ω(κImbj,k ). (18)
The tariff revenues are determined by fixed and dynamic base rates, namely τbase,fix and τbase,dyn,
which represent the fix components of the retail prices. The tariff revenues are also determined by
fixed and dynamic energy rates, i.e. τ energy,fix and τ j,qhenergy,dyn, which are energy-based and thus
proportional to the served load. As mentioned above, we distinguish between retailer’s customers
with and without PV self-generation (qRDj,k,qh and qqh in Eq.17, respectively). By assuming n to be
the number of households, φ ∈ [0, 1] the share of customers with rooftop solar PV systems, and










(1− δ) · (τbase,fix + ((1− φ) · qqh + φ · qRDj,k,qh) · τ energy,fix)+





Procurement costs on day-ahead market and intraday market are based on the day-ahead sce-
12The contract of German balancing responsible parties explicitly forbids intentional imbalances while forcing to
close positions with market operations. To cope with this rule, in this study we assume an imbalance price sufficiently
high and equal to 10,000 EUR/MWh to ensure imbalance volumes and costs to be zero.
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narios j and corresponding intraday realizations k, as described Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The scenario-
based prices lda and lid represent the price levels at which the retailer can place volumes as selling
and buying bids, i.e. xDA,bid,buy/selllda,j,h and x
ID,bid,buy/sell
lid,j,k,qh in the day-ahead market and in intraday mar-
ket, respectively. Price-volume bids lead to demand and supply curves, which are submitted on
at hourly time step h in the day-ahead market, and at quarter-hourly time step qh in the intraday
market.
By using binary acceptance parameters βDAlda,j,h and β
ID
lid,j,k,qh, trades are determined from the
submitted bids, thus allowing for modeling the retailer’s non-anticipative trading strategies and
scenario-based contribution margins13. As bids are possible in both buying and selling direction,
the retailer might intentionally take either a short or a long position to profit from potential price






























where the term 4t adapts for the 15 minutes resolution of the intraday market (i.e., 4t = 0.25).
Following Ottesen et al. (2018) and Laur et al. (2018), and using the approach in Kraft et al.
(2021), we model the continuous intraday market as one hypothetical auction, with the intraday
ID3 index price pID3τ in Section 4.2.3 as the price for each quarter hour qh. In doing so, we consider
the hypothetical auction as a uniform pricing auction, thus limiting the potentially greater price
volatility and risk exposure due to the arrival process towards gate closure time in the continuous
intraday. It is worth noting that if the retailer is short in one market segment, the term of the costs
can potentially become negative indicating revenues. Procurement costs in the day-ahead market
13In Kraft et al. (2021), a bidding framework is developed that allows for both selling and buying bids. To remain
consistent, β denotes the acceptance of selling bids. To evaluate the buying bids predominant in this study, the opposite
of the binary parameter, i.e. (1− β), is applied.
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are defined analogously to Eq. 20.
Based on the current contract for balancing responsible parties in Germany, the volume of a
short or long position on the spot markets is limited to a certain percentage qmax,short/long of the
maximum schedule volume of the day14. As the retailer does not trade any generation, storage, or





(1− φ) · qqh + φ ·max
k∈K
qRDj,k,qh) · n · qmax,short ≤ x
DA,trade
j,h ∀j ∈ J, h ∈ H. (21)
(The short position constraints for the intraday market are defined analogously.)
Since the market design requires closed positions, any imbalances ximbj,k,qh in the day-ahead and
intraday positions (xDA,tradej,h and x
ID,trade









i,j,k,qh ∀(j, k) ∈ Ω, h ∈ H, qh(h) ∈ QH(H), (22)
where xDA,tradej,h and x
ID,trade
i,j,k,qh represent all trades in the day-ahead and the intraday markets, respec-
tively. The notation qh(h) indicates a mapping of quarter hours to the respective hour, that is qh1,
qh2, qh3, and qh4 represent the four quarters of hour h1 of the day, and so on. To ensure the
non-anticipativity of the trading strategy, the retailer submits the same bids under the same set of
information. For the bids submitted to the day-ahead market, this constraint translates into:
xDA,bidlda,j,h = x
DA,bid
lda,j+1,h ∀lda ∈ LDA, {j ∈ J | Ord(j) < |J |}, h ∈ H, (23)
with Ord(j) representing the ordinal number of the scenario j in the set J and |J | the cardinality
of set J . The intraday market constraints on the realizations k are defined in analogous way.
One major shortfall of determining trading strategies in a risk-neutral way and with the associ-
14In the current contract, a strategic position of 10% is allowed, which is thus used in this study.
15Note, that considering the maximum scenario value maxk∈K qRDj,k,qh of residual load over all k in Eq. 21 is a rather
relaxed interpretation of the strategic position constraints. However, the peak demand of the standard load profile is
observed in the evening. At that time, the uncertainty in solar generation is low and the scenarios differ only slightly.
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ated uncertainty is that the probability distribution of potential scenario outcomes is reduced to one
single figure, i.e. the expected value. Yet, the expected value is affected by abnormal values in the
distribution, thus driven by a few scenario leaves with extreme values but low probabilities. Fur-
thermore, the risk-neutral determination of trading strategies does not take into account outcome
uncertainty, which is of particular relevance for a retailer under competitive pressure. Therefore,
the hypothesis of risk-neutrality may lead to trading strategies overestimating the retailer’s risk
exposure in terms of low contribution margins and thus profitability. With increasing volumes of
variable renewable generation in the energy system, and consequent impact on electricity prices, it
becomes paramount for the retailer to assess the distribution of contribution margins by including
risk considerations within the probability space Ω.
We use the approach of Conejo et al. (2010) as reformulated by Kraft et al. (2021), and include
into the retailer’s trading problem the conditional value-at-risk (CVaR) risk metric with a level
α=95% (see e.g. Alexander, 2008; Conejo et al., 2010, for the mathematical definition)16. By
including the expected value and the CVaR, the target function is extended to a multi-objective
optimization where λ ∈ [0, 1] denotes the weight allocated to the risk metric: λ=0% is equivalent
to the risk-neutral problem above; increasing values of λ correspond to a growing risk-aversion.
We also include into the target function two additional constraints: the first, η, represents the value-
at-risk, i.e. the quantile value at (1-α%); the second, s, represents the (positive) difference between
η and the contribution margin π in a single scenario. Hence, the retailer’s decision-making problem
under uncertainty is reformulated as follows (see Conejo et al., 2010; Kraft et al., 2021, for further
details):












16As a coherent risk metric, the CVaR has the properties of monotonicity, sub-additivity, homogeneity, and transla-
tional invariance. With regard to portfolio problems, the sub-additivity is a particularly desirable property as it allows
to scale or combine portfolios, and thereby ensures the validity of the decision calculus in terms of risk exposure. The
level of α denotes the quantile of the loss distribution assumed to assess the risk exposure. In this study, we consider
α = 95% as suitable level in the determination of bids, thereby capturing the expected value of the 5% greatest losses
for the retailer.
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η − πj,k ≤ sj,k ∀(j, k) ∈ Ω (25)
sj,k ≥ 0 ∀(j, k) ∈ Ω (26)
In the next section, the developed approach is used to solve the retailer’s trading optimization
problem and investigate the retailer’s risk exposure and trading adjustment to increasing levels of
PV self-sufficiency.
4.4 Retailer’s risk-management problem with increasing solar PV self- gen-
eration: A case study with fixed and dynamic energy tariffs
The retailer’s risk-management problem, and their risk exposure to increasing levels of solar PV
self-generation are investigated by assuming different installation rates of PV systems in the res-
idential sector, i.e. different shares of residential houses with installed rooftop solar PV systems.
An installation rate φ=10% is assumed, which is the status quo in Germany (Section 4.3). We
also assume installation rates φ=30% and φ=50%, which are in line with the solar photovoltaic
expansion targets in Germany (from 54 to 150 GW by 2030, and 25% of electricity needs powered
with solar energy by 2050 (Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie, 2021). By maintaining
the solar PV capacity factor constant at 10%, the levels of PV self-generation corresponding to the
different penetration rates are computed for a typical day in the season, as described in Section 4.3.
Hence, the computed self-generation levels are subtracted from the standard load profile to obtain
the residual demand of the residential sector, as in Eq.17.
We notice that a lower demand from customers with PV systems implies lower revenues for the
retailer, as generated by the energy rates (Eq.19). To evaluate the impact that more dynamic retail
tariffs may have on the risk exposure and management of the retailer, we consider two different
retail tariff schemes. In the first scheme, we assume a fixed retail tariff, i.e. the most common
and currently applied tariff structure in Germany. This tariff is composed of a fixed base rate and
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a fixed energy rate. The fixed base rate is valued in EUR per time interval (e.g. EUR/a), while
the fixed energy rate is valued in EUR per unit of energy demanded (e.g. EUR-ct/kWh). We
collect from GET AG17 the ten most competitive retail tariffs from the 39 locations considered in
the stochastic modeling of solar generation and subtract the fixed rate (i.e. taxes, grid fees and
renewables support levies) to isolate energy rate used to evaluate the retailer’s net revenues. Fig. 5
depicts the collected fixed base rates and fixed energy rates. For the purpose of our study, we use
the median value as representative of the sample in the empirical analysis. The median fixed base
rate is 6.87 EUR/month or 0.23 EUR/day; after removing levies, taxes and grid fees as provided
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Figure 5: Fixed base rates and energy rates in Germany for 39 different locations, net (Source:
GET AG)
second tariff scheme, we consider a dynamic tariff with a fixed base rate and a time-varying energy
rate. The time-varying energy rate is assumed to be indexed to day-ahead electricity prices. In this
second scheme, the fixed base rate is calibrated so as to obtain the same contribution margin of
the fixed tariff scheme in the sample. This guarantees the reliability of our analysis on the impact
of increasing self-sufficiency and dynamic tariffs on the retailer’s net revenues and risk exposure.
17https://www.get-ag.com/
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For the second tariff scheme, a fixed base rate of 0.453 EUR/day is computed. We maintain the
assumption of price-inelasticity of electricity demand, likewise the assumption of no electricity
storage allowing for adjustments to the PV feed-in and self-generation patterns in the retailer’s
portfolio.
We investigate the retailer’s trading optimization problem with increasing levels of solar PV
self-generation by assuming an increasing number of costumers with PV generation in the retailer
portfolio, as defined in Eq.17, and consistent with installation rates φ=30% and φ=50%. We assume
a hypothetical retailer with 100,000 household customers as in Section 4.3, and consider the im-
plications of increasing self-sufficiency under the two tariff schemes described above by assuming
that customers with and without PV self-generation and costumers with fixed and dynamic tariffs
are equally distributed in the retailer portfolio18. φ denotes the share of customers with PV instal-
lations, i.e. the PV installation rate, while the share of customers with a dynamic tariff is denoted
by δ. In our case study, we consider δ=0%, i.e. the status quo of the market with no indexation to
the day-ahead prices in the energy rate, and δ=50% and δ=100%. This case study is of particular
interest to assess the extent to which tariff schemes can affect risk sharing in electricity markets
with increasing levels of distributed variable renewable generation. Results from the stochastic
modeling and retailer’s trading optimization are presented in the following section.
5 Results
Table 2 shows descriptive statistics of the time series for dependent variables used in the empiri-
cal analysis. We distinguish between Summer, Transition season and Winter, and observe that in
Summer and Winter, the intraday solar PV generation and ID3 price are on average above their
day-ahead values for the corresponding delivery period. The opposite holds during the Transition
season. Not surprisingly, differences between the intraday and day-ahead solar PV are larger and
18Although a bias introduced by the self-selection of certain customers’ group towards certain tariffs is possible, we
consider this assumption to be legitimate as there is no technical flexibility to be exploited economically. However,
extending the approach to customers with PV battery storage systems would require a investigation of individual
economic incentives.
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more volatile in Winter. Differences between intraday and day-ahead price are larger, in absolute
value, during the Transition season but more volatile in Winter, is response to the greater uncer-
tainty of the solar PV generation, and consequently of the residual load. Overall, skweness and
kurtosis imply a departure from the assumption of a Gaussian distribution, as also suggested by the
Jarque-Bera statistics and their p-values (JB and JB p-value in columns nine and ten of the table).
The Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests reject the null hypothesis of non-stationarity.
5.1 Day-ahead and intraday stochastic modeling
Parameter estimates of deterministic components of the day-ahead and intraday series, as described
in Eq.2-Eq.4 and Eq.11-Eq.13 are presented in Appendix A.1 and A.2, respectively. The OU pa-
rameter estimates for the day-ahead stochastic components Xt, Yt, Zt in the base regime are shown
in Tab.3. The mean-reverting parameters in the diagonal of the matrix βDA,Base point to a higher
persistence of the residual load when compared to the cloudiness and price series across the sys-
tem. In contrast, the prices series show the lowest persistence. Higher volatility is observed in the
residual load and price series during the Transition season and in Winter, as indicates by the param-
eters in the diagonal of the matrix ΣDA,Base. The opposite holds for the cloudiness component,
which is more volatile in Summer. Overall, the out-of-diagonal parameters of the matrix validate
the positive correlation linking cloudiness, residual load and price. Lower jump regime produce
more spiked series compare to the upper jump regime, as implied by the parameters µ in Tab.4.
In all, the lower regime is also more volatile than the upper regime, as indicated by the estimated
covariance matrices Σ. Series in the lower regime are also more volatile than in the base regime,
thus in line with findings in Coulon et al. (2013).
Parameter estimates of the stochastic component of the intraday cloudiness and residual load
series (Tab. 5) are in line with the results observed in day-ahead market, thus suggesting the highest
persistence of the cloudiness across seasons with respect to the residual load. Yet, residual load is
found to be more volatile than cloudiness in the intraday market across the seasons. Furthermore,


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3: Parameter estimates of the stochastic components in base regime: Day-ahead series
Summer βDA,Base ΣDA,Base
X Y Z X Y Z
X 0.3286 -0.0311 -0.1836 0.00614 0.00014 0.00006
Y -0.0016 0.2415 0.2695 0.00014 0.00207 0.00011
Z -0.0055 0.0022 1.9412 0.00006 0.00011 0.00056
Transition season βDA,Base ΣDA,Base
X Y Z X Y Z
X 0.612 -0.143 0.462 0.00432 0.00039 0.00014
Y -0.004 0.343 1.473 0.00039 0.00476 0.00017
Z -0.003 0.030 2.198 0.00014 0.00017 0.00078
Winter βDA,Base ΣDA,Base
X Y Z X Y Z
X 0.641 -0.019 0.022 0.00036 -0.00002 0.00002
Y 0.050 0.437 0.930 -0.00002 0.01019 0.00041
Z 0.037 0.019 2.270 0.00002 0.00041 0.00116
Table 4: Parameter estimates of the stochastic components in the upper jump and lower jump
regimes: Day-ahead series
Summer εDA,uJ εDA,lJ
µ Σ µ Σ
X 0.018 0.008527 0.000028 0.000021 0.0310 0.0150021 0.0001185 0.0000143
Y 0.001 0.000028 0.000262 0.000001 0.0001 0.0001185 0.0000287 0.0000001
Z 0.001 0.000021 0.000001 0.000032 0.0005 0.0000143 0.0000001 0.0000226
Transition season εDA,uJ εDA,lJ
µ Σ µ Σ
X 0.050 0.031659 0.000078 0.000003 0.0631 0.040807 0.014639 0.000040
Y 0.001 0.000078 0.000290 -0.000001 0.0168 0.014639 0.022301 0.000011
Z 0.001 0.000003 -0.000001 0.000044 0.0006 0.000040 0.000011 0.000032
Winter εDA,uJ εDA,lJ
µ Σ µ Σ
X 0.058 0.02063 0.00019 -0.00004 0.0623 0.039472 0.004743 -0.000031
Y 0.004 0.00019 0.00168 0.00004 0.0101 0.004743 0.004888 0.000021
Z 0.001 -0.00004 0.00004 0.00010 0.0014 -0.000031 0.000021 0.000108
the lower regimes (Tab.6), thus implying more frequent upward adjustments in the cloudiness and
residual load intraday forecasting process. High persistence and volatility are also observed in the
intraday ID3 prices when compared to the day-ahead price series (Tab.7). Similar to the cloudiness
and residual load series, ID3 prices are in all more spiked and volatile in the higher regime. Param-
eter estimates of these stochastic components are thus used to generate 1,000 path over one typical
working and weekend day for each of the three seasons. The resulting scenario trees are presented
in the next section.
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Table 5: Parameter estimates of the stochastic components in the base regime: Intraday cloudiness
and residual load series
Summer βID,Base ΣID,Base
X Y X Y
X 0.1665 -0.0065 0.000022 0.000002
Y 0.0883 1.2913 0.000002 0.000167
Transition season βID ΣID,Base
X Y X Y
X 0.3221 0.0097 0.000002 0.000001
Y -0.4380 1.2956 0.000001 0.000171
Winter βID,Base ΣID,Base
X Y X Y
X 0.7539 -0.0061 0.000007 0.000002
Y -0.3567 1.0473 0.000002 0.000417
Table 6: Parameter estimates of the stochastic components in the upper jump and lower jump
regimes: Intraday cloudiness and residual load series
Summer εID,uJ εID,lJ
µ Σ µ Σ
X 0.0052 0.000292 0.000002 0.0060 0.000530 0.000002
Y 0.0006 0.000002 0.000023 0.0004 0.000002 0.000018
Transition season εID,uJ εID,lJ
µ Σ µ Σ
X 0.0096 0.000830 0.000009 0.0085 0.000858 0.000003
Y 0.0010 0.000009 0.000047 0.0007 0.000003 0.000038
Winter εID,uJ εID,lJ
µ Σ µ Σ
X 0.0126 0.001144 -0.00002 0.0097 0.001139 0.000005
Y 0.0018 -0.000018 0.00016 0.0018 0.000005 0.000162
Table 7: Parameter estimates of the stochastic component in base regime of the intraday ID3 price
βID3,Base σID3,Base
Summer 1.744 0.0029
Transition season 2.064 0.0087
Winter 1.437 0.0047
Table 8: Parameter estimates of the stochastic component in the upper jump and lower jump
regimes of the intraday ID3 prices
εID3,uJ εID3,lJ
µ σ µ σ
Summer 0.0010 0.0107 0.0007 0.0087
Transition season 0.0030 0.0245 0.0025 0.0218
Winter 0.0027 0.0212 0.0036 0.0255
5.2 Scenario trees
In all, the scenario generation-and-reduction procedure described in Section 4.1.4 and Section 5
results in totally 540 nodes, and 90 scenario trees across the three seasons (Summer, Transition
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season, Winter) and the two typical days (working and weekend day), as depicted in Fig.4. For
illustration purposes, we plot the scenario trees for the low, medium and high scenario obtained for
one typical working day in Summer. These scenarios correspond to high, medium and low levels
of solar PV generation respectively, i.e. low, medium and high levels of cloudiness, residual load
and prices in the scenario generation-reduction, as filtered through the clustering algorithm. The
choice of driving attention on a working day in Summer is motivated by the intuition that solar PV
generation and self-generation should have a greater impact on the retailer’s trading decisions and
risk-exposure in Summer and during a business day, i.e. when the levels of solar generation and
total load are expected to be higher.
Fig.6 shows the obtained nodes for the day-ahead solar PV generation, residual load and prices
in the low (left charts), medium (mid) and high (right) scenarios. Solid black line show the historical
values, i.e. the average working day in the sample season as computed from the hourly averages;
solid blue lines represent the expected day-ahead profile j1 obtained from the scenario-reduction
procedure. Dashed lines represent day-ahead profiles j2 and j3, which are above and below one
standard deviation from the expected profile. These nodes have 25% probability of realization;
dotted lines correspond to more extreme day-ahead profiles j4 and j5, which are above and below
one standard deviation from the expected profile and have 12.5% probability of realization. Despite
the limited randomness of the solar PV generation (top charts), the simulated paths well capture
the iconic duck-curve effect of the solar PV generation on the residual load, and the load-to-price
relationship, while the three scenarios remain consistent with the historical values19. Fig. 7 provides
distributional information of the historical and simulated day-ahead series through boxplots. On
each blue box, the central red mark indicates the median, the bottom and top edges of the box
indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers extend to the most extreme
data points, which are not considered outliers. The simulated five nodes in the medium scenario
(mid plots) well reproduce the distribution of the historical series, being this scenario obtained
19As solar PV generation increases during the day, it reduces the residual load. The residual load drops in the middle






































from the partition of simulated paths that are in the variance cluster closest to the median of all the
simulated paths. Nodes in the high and low scenarios (left and right plots, respectively) represent
the partitions of simulated paths in highest and lowest variance clusters respectively, and such
that their median point is above and below the all-point median of the corresponding nodes in the
medium scenario. Therefore, consistent with the identified three scenarios, boxplots indicate that
the correlation structure between solar PV generation, residual load and price in the day-ahead
market is well reproduced across nodes in the three scenarios. Results for the simulated series in
transition and Winter seasons are reported in the Appendix. The scenario trees depicted in Fig.8
show the possible intraday realizations k of the day-ahead node j1 in the low, medium and high
scenario in Fig.6. These scenario trees reflect the adjustment process occurring between day-ahead
and intraday market, following the arrive of new information and consequent update of the solar
forecasting error. The intraday realizations k1 represent expected intraday profiles minimizing
the forecasting error, thus leading to intraday realizations close to the expected day-ahead profiles
(blue solid lines in the plots). For growing forecasting errors, greater deviations are observed in the
intraday residual load and price profiles, which are consistent with the duck-curve effect and the
positive correlation between residual load and price, as also unveiled by the historical values (black
solid lines). Furthermore, the intraday realizations well capture the empirically observed jagged
pattern of the intraday prices, as noticed by comparing the historical observations (black solid
lines) with the simulated values. This pattern is of particular interest when investigating trading
strategies in the intraday market, and thus the retailer’s trading and risk optimization problem with
increasing levels of solar PV self-generation. Results from this analysis are presented below.
5.3 Retailer’s trading optimization in the day-ahead and intraday market
In this section, the results of the retailer’s trading optimization problem are presented. For illus-
tration purposes and in line with the scenario trees presented in Section 5.2, the results for the
day-ahead node j1 and all its possible intraday realizations k in the typical summer working day





































































































generation (residual load) since these scenarios can be expected to better represent the implications
of high levels of self-sufficiency for a retailer serving customers with decentralized self-generation.
Results concerning the retailer’s trading strategies in the medium scenario, and for the transition
and Winter seasons are reported in the Appendix.
Fig.9 and Fig.10 summarize the retailer’s optimal trading strategies in the day-ahead and in-
traday markets in the low scenario. These figures show the buying and selling bids of the retailer
in the two markets for different levels of their risk aversion, as indicated by the parameter λ, with
increasing levels of solar PV generation (corresponding to installation rates of 10% and 50%) and
under the two different retail tariff schemes, i.e. for 0% and 100% indexation of the dynamic en-
ergy rate to the day-ahead price20. Buying/selling positions are denoted by the direction of the
marker in the plots; the acceptance probability of the bids is denoted by the colour gradation while
bidding volumes are indicated by the size of the marker. It should be noted that bids submitted on
the day-ahead market do not anticipate realizations in the intraday market, and are thus consistent
over the represented scenario tree.
In the low scenario, a risk-neutral retailer (λ=0%) takes buying positions in the day-ahead mar-
ket during the solar generation peak between 11 am and 3 pm (left column of Fig.9). This trading
strategy is consistent across different levels of self-generation and tariff schemes, and implies the
preference of a risk-neutral retailer to buy electricity in the day-ahead market for the solar-peak
hours against the expectation of potentially higher prices in the intraday market, as driven by lower
than expected levels of solar generation (Fig.10). Yet, in all the risk-neutral retailer is more prone
to take buying positions in the intraday market, in particular in the evening, i.e. when the expected
price benefit of the solar generation and the impact of self-generation are less evident.
Differently from a risk-neutral retailer, a more risk-averse retailer (λ=10%) prefers to take
buying positions in the day-ahead market, in particular for the hours starting from 7 pm onward
20The increasing solar PV penetration level is not considered to take place on a system level in the stochastic price
model. For the results to remain comparable, we rather compare larger shares of households with rooftop solar PV
systems in the retailer’s portfolio by assuming unchanged market circumstances and solar system load. However, this
assumption is likely to underestimate the importance of risk hedging under higher penetration of distributed renewable
generation, since price volatility is likely to increase with increasing shares of variable generation.
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and for low levels of self-generation. This trading behavior is more evident in the tariff scheme
without indexation to the day-ahead price, thus in line with a strategy focused on reducing the risk
exposure to the solar self-generation in the intraday market. This reasoning is supported by the
observed selling positions in the intraday market for the morning and evening hours, i.e. when
the impact of the solar generation (and self-generation) uncertainty on residual load and price is
higher (Fig.8). The trading positions of a moderately risk-averse retailer are mixed and imply a
propensity to take selling positions in the day-ahead market, mostly at the sunrise and sunset, and
in the case of tariff with 0% indexation to the day-ahead prices. The mirroring buying positions
in the intraday market suggest some trading adjustment to benefit of lower than expected intraday
prices. Yet, the exposure of this retailer in the intraday market reduces for high levels of self-
generation, when buying positions in the day-ahead market increase, mostly in the night hours and
despite the presence of a more dynamic tariff (100% day-ahead price-indexation). In the high
scenario, i.e. with lower levels of solar generation and high levels of residual load (Fig.11 and
Fig.12), the risk-neutral retailer takes buying positions on the day-ahead market during the solar-
peak hours and in the evening. This is more evident at 10% of self-sufficiency, regardless of the
tariff scheme. Exposure in the intraday market increases for increasing levels of self-sufficiency
thus under the expectation of potentially lower prices in the intraday market. Thus similar to the
low scenario, arisk-neutral retailer in the high scenario is probably willing to take buying positions
in the intraday market. The day-ahead buying positions of risk-averse retailers visibly increase in
the high scenario, in response to lower levels of solar generation. Interestingly, buying positions
in the day-ahead market are greater with the first retail tariff scheme, with 0% indexation to the
day-ahead price. In contrast, the selling positions of a risk-averse retailer increase in the intraday
market, mainly for high levels of self-generation and for the evening hours, i.e. after the sunset, thus
implying some trading adjustment with respect to the day-ahead buying positions. Implications for
the retailer’s risk exposure of these trading strategies are discussed in the next section.
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Figure 9: Retailer’s day-ahead trading strategy in the summer working day: Low scenario
















































































































Figure 10: Retailer’s intraday trading strategy in the summer working day: Low scenario
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Figure 11: Retailer’s day-ahead trading strategy in the summer working day: High scenario


















































































































Figure 12: Retailer’s intraday trading strategy in the summer working day: High scenario
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5.4 Retailer’s portfolio risk management with increasing solar PV self - gen-
eration
In this section, we present evidence of the retailer’s risk exposure and management in the low and
high scenarios presented in the previous section. Fig. 13 and Fig.14 show the empirical cumula-
tive distribution functions (ECDFs) of the contribution margin of the retailer at 10% and 50% of
solar PV self-generation and under the two retail tariff schemes (0% and 100% day-ahead price
indexation of the retail energy tariff). The ECDFs are depicted for values of the risk preference λ
in the target function in Eq.24: 0% (risk neutral, red line in the figures), 5% (low risk aversion, in
yellow), and 10% (high risk aversion, green) and for a CVaR level at confidence level α = 95%.
The horizontal lines in the plots represent the expected contribution margins at each level of λ.
In all, these figures point to a reduction of the retailer’s expected contribution margin for in-
creasing levels of self-generation without any indexation to the day-ahead price in the retail tariff.
This reduction is higher in the low scenario, i.e. with higher solar PV generation (from around
40,000 EUR/day to 35,000 EUR/day, Fig.13) compared to the high scenario (from around 37,500
EUR/day to 32,000 EUR/day, Fig.14). Yet, under a highly dynamic tariff scheme with complete
indexation to the day-ahead price (δ = 100%), the expected contribution margin of the retailer
remains almost unchanged for increasing levels of self-sufficiency and across scenarios (45,000
EUR/day). Interestingly, the ECDFs imply greater but more uncertain and dispersed contribution
margins at lower levels of self-sufficiency for different risk preferences. For instance, in the low
scenario (Fig.13), 10% of self-sufficiency implies a contribution margin for a risk-neutral retailer
(red line) ranging from 17,000 EUR/day to 60,000 EUR/day with a 0%-indexed tariff, and from
24,000 EUR/day to 65,000 EUR/day with a 100%-indexed tariff. At 50% of self-sufficiency, these
margins range from 20,000 EUR/day to 49,000 EUR/day with the 0%-indexed tariff, and from
30,000 EUR/day to 60,000 EUR/day with the 100%-indexed tariff. Same dynamics are observed
in ECDFs under the high scenario (Fig.14), where however lower dispersion in the contribution
margin is observed. Further evidence concerning the variability of the risk exposure of the retailer
is provided in the bar plots in Fig.15 and Fig.16, which depict the contribution margin of the retailer
48














































Figure 13: Empirical cumulative distribution functions of contribution margins for the summer
working day: Low scenario














































Figure 14: Empirical cumulative distribution functions of contribution margins for the summer
working day: High scenario
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across the five possible intraday realizations of the day-ahead node j1 in the low and high scenarios,
respectively. As mentioned above, the j1 node represent the typical, i.e. expected summer working
day in the low and high scenario. The charts point to a lower contribution margins across scenarios
for 50% of solar PV self-generation when compared to 10% levels. Yet, variability across intraday
realizations for a risk-neutral retailer (λ = 0%) and with a 10% self-generation. This variability is
clearly reduced for risk-averse retailers (λ = 5% and λ = 10%, respectively). Contribution mar-
gins in the intraday market are higher and more dispersed in the low scenario with high solar PV
generation, and with fixed tariffs (0% indexation). In contrast, dynamic tariffs (100% indexation)
contribute towards higher and less volatile margins, particularly at 50% of self-generation 21. In
all, these findings imply higher risk exposure in the intraday market for a risk-neutral retailer with
static tariffs and increasing levels of solar PV generation and self-generation. Fig.17 depicts the
retailer’s efficient frontiers in the low (top charts) and high (bottom charts) scenarios for different
levels of self-generation (10% and 50%) and with fixed (0% day-ahead price indexation) rather
than highly dynamic (100% day-ahead price indexation) retail tariffs. These frontiers depict the
highest expected contribution margin at each given level of risk (indicated by the corresponding
CVaR), and risk preference λ. From the perspective of the risk-neutral retailer, in the leftmost
end of the curves, greater risk exposure is observed for increasing levels of self-generation. In
the low scenario and with a static retail tariff (i.e. Dyn. tariff=0%), for comparable CVaR val-
ues ( 18,500-19,000 EUR/day) the retailer’s expected contribution margin diminishes from around
40,000 EUR/day at 10% of self-generation to around 35,000 EUR/day at 50% of self-generation.
In the high scenario, the expected lost contribution margin amount to around 11,000 EUR/day, i.e.
from around 35,000 EUR/day at 10% of self-generation to roughly 26,000 EUR/day at 50% for
CVaR values of approximately 19,000 EUR/day and 21,000 EUR/day. Yet, when considering more
dynamic retail tariff, i.e. Dyn.Tariff=100%, the risk exposure of the risk-neutral appears to increase.
21It should be noted that due to lower levels of (residual) load, wholesale spot prices are typically below the yearly
average in Summer. The dynamic indexation captures this seasonal variation. The fixed tariff scheme however is
constant throughout the year, which implies higher specific contribution margins (EUR per served MWh) in Summer
compared to Transition season and Winter. We refer to the Appendix for results on the transition and Winter season
with higher wholesale spot prices.
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Figure 15: Retailer’s contribution margin variability in the intraday market: Low scenario





































Figure 16: Retailer’s contribution margin variability in the intraday market: High scenario
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This finding is intuitive as the price uncertainty has an influence on both the tariff revenues and the
procurement costs. In the low scenario, the expected contribution margin remains almost constant
to roughly 46,500 EUR/day for increasing levels of self-generation against CVaR values increasing
from 24,000 EUR/day at 10% to 31,000 EUR/day at 50% of PV self-generation. A comparable
effect is observed in the high scenario.
From the perspective of the most risk-averse retailer (λ=10% in the rightmost end of the curves),
an increase in the risk exposure is also noticeable when considering a static retail tariff in the low
scenario, the retailer’s expected contribution margin reduces from around 39,5000 EUR/day at
10% of self-generation to around 35,500 EUR/day at 50% of self-generation for CVaR values of
approximately 36,500 and 37,500 EUR/day. In contrast, in the high scenario, thus for lower lev-
els of solar PV generation, the expected contribution margin increases of around 2,500 EUR/day,
i.e. from around 35,000 EUR/day at 10% of self-generation to roughly 37,500 EUR/day at 50%,
against a decrease in the CVaR of approximately 3,000 EUR/day (from 32,000 EUR/day at 10%
of self-sufficiency to 29,000 EUR/day at 50%). When considering more dynamic retail tariff,
i.e. Dyn.Tariff=100%, an expected contribution margin of approximately 45,500 EUR/day is ob-
served in the low scenario against a CVaR value of 43,500 EUR/day at both 10% and 50% of
self-generation. Similar values are observed in the high scenario. Therefore, with highly dynamic
retail tariff assuming 100%-indexation of the energy rate to the day-ahead price, the risk exposure
of the risk-averse retailer remains unchanged for increasing levels of self-generation, and this is
consistent across different scenarios of solar PV generation. The implications of the results pre-
sented in this section are discussed in the next section.
6 Discussion
The comprehensive investigation above provides interesting insights to evaluate the risk optimiza-
tion problem faced by the retailer with increasing levels of solar PV self-generation in the resi-
















































































































































































































(c) High scenario at 10% self-generation (d) High scenario at 50% self-generation
Figure 17: Efficient frontier of trading decisions for different risk preferences of the retailer
self-generation (Russo and Bertsch, 2020; Koolen et al., 2021), results in this study offer a broader
understanding of the trading decision and risk optimization problem faced by the retailer in the
day-ahead and intraday markets to adjust to this increasing short-term risk.
Results on the retailer’s optimal trading strategy in Fig.9-Fig.12 imply that increasing PV self-
generation, while affecting a risk-neutral retailer only marginally , has a significantly larger impact
on a risk-averse retailer. The risk-neutral retailer remains exposed to the higher load uncertainty
of the intraday market by preferring to take buying positions in the day-ahead market only for the
solar-peak hours, i.e. when solar load uncertainty is greater and, in the high scenario, at the sunset,
i.e. when the expected solar generation is lower and its expected uncertainty is also higher. This
trading strategy remains unchanged despite changes in the retail tariff scheme and is consistent
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with a risk-neutral retailer preferring to adjust the position on the intraday market, where prices
are expected to be lower with high solar self-generation. Interestingly, we do not find evidence of
selling positions in the day-ahead and intraday market, thus suggesting the preference of a risk-
neutral retailer for adjusting the positions in the intraday market by buying at prices above the
expected level rather than by selling at prices below the expected level. In contrast, we observe
that the risk-averse retailer is more likely to increase the exposure in the day-ahead market to cope
with the higher load uncertainty driven by the self-generation. In all, our results are in line with
Kettunen et al. (2010) and Kraft et al. (2021). Yet, findings in this study also imply an increase in
the day-ahead buying positions likewise in the intraday selling positions of the risk-averse retailer
for higher levels of solar PV self-generation. We can therefore infer that a risk-averse retailer is
more likely to accept buying in the day-ahead market and lower selling prices in the intraday market
to reduce their load-risk exposure. We also highlight that trading strategies in the day-ahead and
intraday markets are found to be driven by the retailer’s risk preferences and by the levels of self-
generation, which directly affect the retailer’s load-risk exposure. Trading strategies are instead
unaffected by the considered retail tariff schemes, and the presence or not of indexation to the
day-ahead prices. However, such indexation is relevant when investigating the retailer revenue-risk
exposure and their risk-management problem.
While the ECDFs in Fig.13 and Fig.14 unveil the adverse impact of increasing self-generation
on the contribution margin of the retailer, they also point to the role of differently designed re-
tail tariff schemes as hedging instrument for retailers exposed to increasing revenue-risk. While
self-generation significantly reduces the expected contribution margin of the retailer, dynamic re-
tail tariffs, with energy rates partially or fully indexed to the spot (day-ahead in this study) prices,
may offset this reduction and potentially increase the expected margin of the retailer. The efficient
frontiers in Fig.17, which are defined by the highest (i.e. non-dominated) expected contribution
margins for 95%-CVaR for different risk attitudes, open the possibility for dynamic tariffs to allow
a transfer of the load-risk from the retailer to the consumers thus preserving the expected contri-
bution margin of the retailer. This is mostly evident for a risk-averse retailer by noticing that both
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their expected contribution margin and 95%-CVaR remain unchanged for increasing levels of self-
generation with a dynamic tariff fully indexed to the day-ahead price, while in the case a risk-neutral
retailer this tariff contributes to maintain the expected contribution margin unchanged against an
increase of the 95%-CVaR. With a 0%-indexed tariff and for increasing levels of self-generation,
we observe both an increase in the 95%-CVaR and a reduction of the expected contribution margin
of the risk-neutral retailer, thus implying a significant increase of their revenue-risk exposure with
self-generation compared to a risk-averse retailer.
7 Conclusions and Outlook
This paper investigates the risk management problem faced by electricity retailers in day-ahead and
intraday markets following the uncertainty driven by increasing levels of solar PV self-generation
in the residential sector. Compared to previous studies, we jointly model the solar generation, load
and price stochasticities in the nested day-ahead and intraday markets, thus capturing the inherently
correlated price and quantity uncertainties. We consider these uncertainties to assess the retailers’
trading problem in a two-stage stochastic optimization model, which thus accounts for the risks
rising from both uncertain prices and quantities. We mark a contribution in considering the retail-
ers’ multi-stage trading optimization and decision-making in the day-ahead and intraday market
while explicitly incorporating solar generation, load and price risks. These move stochastically in
path-dependent and correlated processes, such that the risk optimization is effectively carried out
along the considered short-term trading horizon. Therefore, the approach in this study allows to
draw valuable insights on the risk exposure and optimization of retailers procurement strategy with
increasing levels of solar PV self-generation.
In all, the results of the risk optimization unveil greater load-risk exposure for retailers in the
day-ahead market with higher levels of self-generation, as implied by an increase of the buying
positions in this market. The results also indicate a growth of the price-risk exposure in the intra-
day market, where an increase of selling positions is observed for lower and more volatile intraday
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prices. These dynamics become even more evident when considering a risk-averse rather than a
risk-neutral retailer, thus highlighting the importance of risk preferences when evaluating retailers’
optimal trading strategies. Our findings imply a reduction of the retailer’s expected contribution
margin of 10% on a typical summer working day when assuming a increase of self-generation in
the residential sector from 10% to 50%. Yet, findings also imply that this reduction can be offset
when assuming more dynamic and spot-indexed retail tariffs, which allow a risk-averse retailer to
transfer load and price risks to the consumers. While this outcome may rely on the assumed inelas-
ticity of the households’ electricity demand to wholesale spot prices, thus representing a limitation
of this study, nonetheless our findings are of particular interest for practitioners, policymakers and
regulators. First, they highlight the role of intraday trading to cope with the increasing short-term
uncertainty driven by the penetration of distributed (variable) generation and consumers’ engage-
ment. Therefore, our findings contribute towards a better understanding of the importance of well-
functioning and liquid intraday markets for the profitability and risk-mitigation costs of retailers.
Second, in emphasizing the importance of intraday trading adjustment for retailers, findings in this
study also point to the need for different hedging approaches to mitigate the greater risk-exposure
implicit in more prosumer-oriented electricity markets. In particular, our results unveil the poten-
tial for electricity tariffs, which are indexed to the spot price, to induce retailer-consumer/prosumer
risk sharing. Whereas this outcome relies on the German market considered in this study, and does
not account for price (in)elasticities in retail markets and/or for the efficiency and costs of such
spot-indexed tariffs, it represents a contribution in a still under-researched question concerning the
optimal design of the retailer-prosumer relationship. This questions is relevant for practitioners,
policymakers and regulators and further research is needed for considerations of risk exposure and
sharing in evolving electricity markets.
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A Appendixes
A.1 Parameter estimates for the deterministic component of the day-ahead
series
Table 9: Summer season
Summer CloudinessDA Residual loadDA PriceDA









Residual loadDAt 0.161*** 0.007
Residual loadDAt−1 0.882*** 0.009 -0.138*** 0.008
PriceDAt−1 1.009*** 0.023
PriceDAt−2 -0.189*** 0.019
Daily cycleDA 0.255*** 0.024 0.179*** 0.018 0.132*** 0.010
Weekends -0.002* 0.001
Daily cycleDA× Weekends -0.005*** 0.001
Adjusted R-squared 0.873 0.945 0.942
S.E. of regression 0.184 0.067 0.014
Durbin-Watson stat 0.877 0.407 1.774
Mean dependent var -0.405 10.47 5.041
S.D. dependent var 0.517 0.288 0.059
Sum squared resid 49.52 6.628 0.292
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Table 10: Transition season
Transition season CloudinessDA Residual loadDA PriceDA









Residual loadDAt 0.197*** 0.007
Residual loadDAt−1 0.935*** 0.013 -0.154*** 0.008
PriceDAt−1 0.874*** 0.019
PriceDAt−2 -0.149*** 0.019
Daily cycleDA 0.085*** 0.014 0.013*** 0.013 0.115*** 0.010
Weekends -0.003** 0.001
Daily cycleDA× Weekends -0.002* 0.001
Adjusted R-squared 0.871 0.760 0.952
S.E. of regression 0.288 0.175 0.016
Durbin-Watson stat 1.036 1.623 1.982
Mean dependent var -0.514 10.46 5.037
S.D. dependent var 0.800 0.357 0.073
Sum squared resid 178.4 65.76 0.559
Table 11: Winter season
Winter CloudinessDA Residual loadDA PriceDA
Coeff. Std.err. Coeff. Std.err. Coeff. Std.err.








Residual loadDAt 0.176*** 0.007
Residual loadDAt−1 0.938*** 0.007 -0.144*** 0.007
PriceDAt−1 0.875*** 0.021
PriceDAt−2 -0.071*** 0.020
Daily cycleDA 0.147*** 0.017 0.118*** 0.014 0.049*** 0.010
Weekends
Daily cycleDA× Weekends -0.005*** 0.001 -0.001*** 0.000
Adjusted R-squared 0.899 0.932 0.958
S.E. of regression 0.261 0.135 0.022
Durbin-Watson stat 0.807 0.739 1.993
Mean dependent var -0.538 10.27 4.979
S.D. dependent var 0.819 0.520 0.106
Sum squared resid 146.4 39.49 1.017
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A.2 Parameter estimates for the deterministic component of the intraday
Series
Table 12: Cloudiness and residual load: Summer season
Summer CloudinessID Residual loadID





Residual loadDAt 0.181*** 0.005
Residual loadIDt−1 1.188*** 0.014
Residual loadIDt−2 -0.096*** 0.020
Residual loadIDt−3 -0.194*** 0.020
Residual loadIDt−4 -0.089*** 0.012
Daily cycleID -0.001* 0.001 0.010*** 0.001
Weekends 0.172*** 0.022
Daily cycleID× Weekends -0.017*** 0.002
Adjusted R-squared 0.997 0.999
S.E. of regression 0.031 0.010
Durbin-Watson stat 0.166 1.690
Mean dependent var -0.398 10.47
S.D. dependent var 0.521 0.284
Sum squared resid 5.644 0.635
Table 13: Cloudiness and residual load: Transition season
Transition season CloudinessID Residual loadID





Residual loadDAt 0.132*** 0.004
Residual loadIDt−1 1.333*** 0.011
Residual loadIDt−2 -0.236*** 0.018
Residual loadIDt−3 -0.133*** 0.018
Residual loadIDt−4 -0.095*** 0.010
Daily cycleID -0.001* 0.0004 -0.001** 0.0005
Weekends 0.110*** 0.018
Daily cycleID× Weekends -0.011*** 0.002
Adjusted R-squared 0.997 0.999
S.E. of regression 0.043 0.012
Durbin-Watson stat 0.605 1.799
Mean dependent var -0.524 10.45
S.D. dependent var 0.857 0.365
Sum squared resid 16.20 1.336
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Table 14: Cloudiness and residual load: Winter season
Winter CloudinessID Residual loadID





Residual loadDAt 0.148*** 0.004
Residual loadIDt−1 1.059*** 0.006
Residual loadIDt−2
Residual loadIDt−3 -0.134*** 0.013
Residual loadIDt−4 -0.084*** 0.010
Daily cycleID -0.005*** 0.001 0.010*** 0.001
Weekends 0.120*** 0.020
Daily cycleID× Weekends -0.012*** 0.002
Adjusted R-squared 0.996 0.998
S.E. of regression 0.050 0.023
Durbin-Watson stat 0.240 1.578
Mean dependent var -0.538 10.28
S.D. dependent var 0.837 0.504
Sum squared resid 22.18 4.586
Table 15: ∆ price (ID3-DA)
Summer Transition season Winter
Coeff. Std.error Coeff. Std.error Coeff. Std.error
Intercept -0.793*** 0.060 0.518*** 0.089 -0.692*** 0.091
∆ Pricet−1 -0.700*** 0.039 0.551*** 0.017 0.495*** 0.039
∆ Pricet−2 0.0223** 0.010 0.037*** 0.012
∆ Pricet−3 0.030*** 0.010 0.020* 0.012
∆ Pricet−4 0.371*** 0.011 0.285*** 0.016 0.450*** 0.035
PriceDAt -1.22*** 0.042
PriceID3t−1 1.063*** 0.043 -0.102*** 0.014 -0.306*** 0.041
∆ Residual loadt−3(Act.− ID) 0.037*** 0.009 -0.205*** 0.054 0.128*** 0.030
∆ Cloudinesst−3(Act.− ID) 0.002** 0.001 0.002** 0.001
Daily cycle 0.317*** 0.014 -0.09*** 0.018 0.259*** 0.018
Weekends 0.222** 0.111 -0.230* 0.152 0.421*** 0.155
Daily cycle x weekends -0.046** 0.022 0.045* 0.030 -0.085*** 0.031
Adjusted R-squared 0.603 0.745 0.584
S.E. of regression 0.032 0.057 0.052
Durbin-Watson stat 1.639 1.831 1.643
Mean dependent var -0.001 -0.009 0.003
S.D. dependent var 0.051 0.112 0.081

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A.4 Retailer’s trading strategies with increasing solar PV self-generation
















































































































Figure 33: Retailer’s day-ahead trading strategy in the summer working day: Medium scenario


















































































































Figure 34: Retailer’s intraday trading strategy in the summer working day: Medium scenario
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Figure 35: Retailer’s day-ahead trading strategy in the summer weekend day: Medium scenario
















































































































Figure 36: Retailer’s intraday trading strategy in the summer weekend day: Medium scenario
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Figure 37: Retailer’s day-ahead trading strategy in the transition season working day: Medium
scenario












































































































Figure 38: Retailer’s intraday trading strategy in the transition season working day: Medium sce-
nario
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Figure 39: Retailer’s day-ahead trading strategy in the transition season weekend day: Medium
scenario

























































































































Figure 40: Retailer’s intraday trading strategy in the transition season weekend day: Medium sce-
nario
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Figure 41: Retailer’s day-ahead trading strategy in the winter season working day: Medium sce-
nario
















































































































Figure 42: Retailer’s intraday trading strategy in the winter season working day: Medium scenario
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Figure 43: Retailer’s day-ahead trading strategy in the winter season weekend day: Medium sce-
nario
















































































































Figure 44: Retailer’s intraday trading strategy in the Winter season working day: Medium scenario
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A.5 Retailer’s portfolio risk management with increasing solar PV self-generation
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Figure 45: Empirical cumulative distribution functions of contribution margins for the Summer
working day: Low scenario























































Figure 46: Empirical cumulative distribution functions of contribution margins for the Summer
working day: High scenario
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Figure 47: Empirical cumulative distribution functions of contribution margins for the Summer
working day: Medium scenario












































Figure 48: Empirical cumulative distribution functions of contribution margins for the summer
weekend day: Medium scenario
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Figure 49: Empirical cumulative distribution functions of contribution margins for the transition
season working day: Medium scenario












































Figure 50: Empirical cumulative distribution functions of contribution margins for the transition
season weekend day: Medium scenario
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Figure 51: Empirical cumulative distribution functions of contribution margins for the winter work-
ing day: Medium scenario














































Figure 52: Empirical cumulative distribution functions of contribution margins for the winter week-
end day: Medium scenario
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Figure 53: Retailer’s contribution margin variability in the intraday market for a summer working
day: Low scenario












































Figure 54: Retailer’s contribution margin variability in the intraday market for a summer working
day: High scenario
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Figure 55: Retailer’s contribution margin variability in the intraday market for a summer working
day: Medium scenario







































Figure 56: Retailer’s contribution margin variability in the intraday market for a summer weekend
day: Medium scenario
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Figure 57: Retailer’s contribution margin variability in the intraday market for a transition season
working day: Medium scenario





































Figure 58: Retailer’s contribution margin variability in the intraday market for a transition season
weekend day: Medium scenario
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Figure 59: Retailer’s contribution margin variability in the intraday market for a winter working
day: Medium scenario







































Figure 60: Retailer’s contribution margin variability in the intraday market for a winter weekend
day: Medium scenario
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